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Abstract:
The DiamondTouch table is a touch-sensitive input device that allows several users to interact with a program
at the same time and do so using their hands. We describe our exploration of the capabilities and limitations
of the DiamondTouch by focusing on TetraTetris, one of the first nontrivial applications written specifically for
the DiamondTouch hardware. TetraTetris is a multi-player game, loosely based on the popular game Tetris, in
which players use their hands to manipulate objects moving around on the table; it illustrates some of the table’s
key advantages and drawbacks by comparison with conventional input hardware. In this paper we describe the
DiamondTouch hardware, the rules of TetraTetris, the problems we encountered implementing it, and what
TetraTetris can show us about the future of input devices like the table.
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1 Introduction

The DiamondTouch table (Dietz & Leigh, 2001) from
Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories (MERL) is
a desktop device that allows up to four users to simul-
taneously manipulate virtual objects. Users can move
objects around on the table by touching and dragging
them with their fingers. The purpose of the table is
to allow several people to interact with a program at
the same time and to do so using their hands rather
than more common input devices such as mice.

Many applications could benefit from this novel
interface technology. In any situation where a group
of people wishes to collaboratively explore and ma-
nipulate a plan or design the DiamondTouch table
would potentially allow a richer experience than cur-
rent technology. For example, architects could gather
around the table to explore the design of a new hous-
ing development. By simply touching the table sur-
face, houses, trees, and roads could be added, deleted,
rotated, or moved. Similarly, musicians could gather
around the table to collaboratively compose music on
virtual instruments. Or, during a natural disaster re-
lief operation, the table could show maps and pictures
of the affected area. Those in charge of the rescue op-
eration (including personnel from a variety of back-
grounds, such as the police, fire brigade, military, and
city administrators) could explore alternative evacu-
ation routes, rescue scenarios, etc.

However, every interface technology comes with
its own usability problems and limitations. To ex-
plore the usefulness of the DiamondTouch table we
have implemented one of the first nontrivial applica-
tions written specifically for the DiamondTouch hard-
ware. TetraTetris is a multi-player game, loosely based

on Tetris (Burgiel, 1996; Demaine et al. , 2002) in
which players use their hands to manipulate objects
moving around on the table; it illustrates some of the
table’s key advantages and drawbacks by comparison
with conventional input hardware.

In some ways the table is quirky and more difficult
to control than a mouse. In other ways it is superior
even to the futuristic computers seen in science fiction
movies such as Minority Report or Star Trek. There
characters don special gloves to interact with a fast-
moving game; to play TetraTetris, however, one need
only sit down on a special pad that connects one to
the table. The user is completely unencumbered and
only has to touch the table with their fingers to inter-
act with the application. More importantly, however,
is the table’s ability to give the immediate colleagues
the ability to work together simultaneously on the
same intuitive interface that is also able to differenti-
ate one user from the next.

In the remainder of this paper, we describe the
DiamondTouch hardware, the rules of TetraTetris,
the problems we encountered implementing it, and
what TetraTetris can show us about the future of in-
put devices like the table.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2 we describe the DiamondTouch
hardware. In Section 3 we describe the rules of Tetra-
Tetris, a game we designed and implemented to ex-
plore the usefulness of the DiamondTouch table. In
Section 4 we discuss the problems encountered during
implementation. In Section 5 we discuss our experi-
ences with the table, and what TetraTetris can show
us about the future of these sorts of input devices. In
Section 6 we discuss related work and in Section 7,
finally, we summarize our work.



Figure 1: The DiamondTouch table setup.

2 The DiamondTouch Table

Figure 1 illustrates the setup of the table. The surface
is approximately 36′′ × 24′′ and contains an array of
conductive antennas. Each antenna transmits a sig-
nal to the computer that corresponds to the strength
of the capacitance between itself and the user. This
capacitance is greatest when the user is in direct con-
tact with a particular antenna: a circuit is completed
from the antenna, through the user’s body, through
the receiver pad on the chair in which he/she is sit-
ting, and back into the table.

The table is designed to be used with an ordinary
desktop PC or laptop. It sends the data from the
antennas to the DiamondTouch SDK drivers through
the USB port, allowing the software to examine the
data and to determine where on the table the user’s
fingers are located. The table is not a touch-screen:
it has no ability to display output. Instead all images
which would normally appear on the display monitor
are routed to a video projector which projects them
onto the surface of the table with the aid of a mirror
and some painstaking calibration.

The complexity of this setup makes transportation
of the table difficult. Indeed, Figure 1 is misleading in
its slickness because it omits various essential struc-
tural supports and the copious quantities of duct tape
that were needed to attach them.

Although the table is designed to support up to
four simultaneous players, our installation contains
only three controller boards and only two receiver
pads. Consequently, TetraTetris has only been tested
with two players.

3 The Rules of TetraTetris

To allow us to easily study the interactive features of
the DiamondTouch table, we decided to build a sim-
ple multi-player game, TetraTetris. An alternative
strategy would have been to retrofit a “real” applica-
tion (such as a CAD/CAM system) to use multi-user
touch-table technology, but this was considered too
much work for this initial study.

Figure 2: A traditional Tetris game board.

TetraTetris is loosely based on the game of Tetris
(Burgiel, 1996), in which the player must direct falling
blocks into the correct locations and orientations so
as to completely fill horizontal rows (see Figure 2).
TetraTetris borrows Tetris’s four-square blocks, shown



Figure 3: The TetraTetris game board.

in Figure 4—these (and variations formed by rota-
tion) constitute all the shapes that can be produced
by arranging four squares together.

Figure 4: The seven basic Tetris blocks.

TetraTetris derives its name from the fact that it
was originally envisioned for four players. However,
nothing intrinsic in the design requires that there be
four—more or fewer may play, and as noted above,
we have only tested with two due to hardware limi-
tations.

The TetraTetris game board, shown in Figure 3,
consists of a central source from which blocks em-
anate periodically. The board area around the source
is divided into “player spaces”, one for each player.
These blocks have an initial momentum upon leaving
the center, but there is no notion of rigid gravity as
there is in Tetris, and players are free to push blocks
around in all directions within the player space.

Every player is designated by a unique color, and if
a block is “owned” by a particular player, it is drawn
in that player’s color and naturally gravitates toward
the center of that player’s player space. For example,
the board in Figure 3 depicts two players, Red and
Green, each of whom currently owns one block.

When a block first emerges from the central source,

it is unowned and drawn gray. An unowned block be-
comes owned as soon as:

1. A player grabs it by physically touching or drag-
ging the block with his finger or hand; the player
then owns the block. (See Figure 8 (b).)

2. It comes into contact with an owned block; in
this case the blocks merge into a “compound
block” and ownership is maintained.

The goal of TetraTetris is to form compound blocks
out of simple blocks. When two blocks come into con-
tact, they will merge into a compound block, unless
they are owned by two different players.

When a player forms a compound block, he/she
may “clear” it by moving it to one of the colored,
circular “clear zones” located around the perimeter
of the game board. When a block is cleared, it dis-
appears from the board and rewards the player with
points.

If points could be gained for clearing any com-
pound block, the game would be too easy. Con-
sequently TetraTetris rewards symmetry. When a
player clears a block, four types of symmetry are
checked. These are shown in Figure 5. Figure 8 (c)
shows a symmetric block being dragged towards a
clear zone.

Figure 5: Four different types of symmetry.



The number of points added to a player’s score
when a block is cleared is equal to the number of
squares inside the block raised to the power of the
number of types of symmetry it displays. For exam-
ple, a block that contains 12 squares and exhibits two
types of symmetry is worth 144 points.

If a block exhibits no symmetry at all and is moved
to a “waste zone” (any of the gray spheres), and
the number of squares inside it is deducted from the
player’s score.

Several screenshots showing a game in progress
can be seen in Figure 9. In Figure 9 (a) two new
blocks have emanated from the central source. In Fig-
ure 9 (b) the two players have each grabbed a block
by touching it with their fingers. The blocks are now
owned and have changed color. In Figure 9 (c) the
two players have collected and merged several simple
blocks into two compound blocks.

4 Implementing TetraTetris

TetraTetris is written in C using Microsoft Visual
C++. It uses Simple DirectMedia Layer (SDL) and
the Windows API for output. For input, it uses the
DiamondTouch library (dtlib) supplied with the SDK.
The code is available for download at http://www.u.
arizona.edu/~slk/tt/.

The two major problems that arose during the de-
velopment of TetraTetris are summarized below.

4.1 Finicky Electronics

Because the table is triggered by electric current flow-
ing through the body of the user and not by pressure,
it is extremely sensitive to the presence of other elec-
tronic devices. The table cannot be operated reliably
if any part of the user’s body is touching a computer
or another user. Firm contact with the receiver pad
must be made at all times. Even when these rules are
followed, input is prone to sporadic fluctuations.

On the software side, this means that the game is
very sensitive to the “threshold” setting which deter-
mines how strong of a signal an antenna must detect
before the application should conclude that a user’s
finger is upon it. Too high, and the user must press
down on the table with great force for it to detect
his/her presence. Too low, and the table will go wild
with false positives.

4.2 The Bounding Box

This problem is a limitation of the table’s design. The
table can detect a user touching it in multiple places,
because multiple antennas will be activated. How-
ever, it was considered infeasible to form a matrix of
individually driven antennas corresponding to every
pixel under the surface; instead antennas are arranged
in a row/column pattern, with a set of row antennas
running across the rows and a set of column antennas
running down the columns.

This arrangement makes detection of multiple touch
points impossible in the most general case, because an
antenna has no way to know where along its length
it is being touched. If only one point is touched, its

Figure 6: Touching at (4, 1) and (2, 3) is indistin-
guishable from touching at (2, 1) and (4, 3).

coordinates can be deduced based on which row an-
tenna is active and which column antenna is active.
But if two points are touched simultaneously, we can
know only the bounding rectangle that encloses them,
because two row antennas and two column antennas
are active, but we cannot determine which ones cor-
respond. This is illustrated in Figure 6.

This issue nearly sounds the death knell for intu-
itive rotation of blocks. We hoped to rotate a block
by describing a circular motion around it with the
fingers, but if we do not know where the fingers lie
within their bounding rectangle, we cannot distin-
guish a clockwise rotation from a counter-clockwise
one. Thus, although the user is able to rotate pieces,
the gesture is unreliable and the direction of rotation
cannot be controlled. Other mechanisms for indicat-
ing rotation might be devised, but that defeats one of
the main goals of the table in the first place: making
user input more intuitive, not less.

4.3 User Setup and Interface

Figure 7 shows the physical setup of the table and
the way users interact with it. Figure 9 shows a se-
quence of screenshots from the TetraTetris game and
illustrates how compound blocks are created.

5 Discussion

5.1 Advantages of the Table

TetraTetris highlights a number of advantages of the
DiamondTouch input mechanism over the traditional
keyboard-and-mouse interface:

No physical separation of input from output. Any-
one who has used a laptop trackball knows that an
input device can be a cumbersome intermediary be-
tween the human hand and the objects on the screen
that must be manipulated. In (Cohen et al. , 1993),
Cohen conclude that when pointing and dragging, a
touchscreen interface shows an overall advantage over
other input devices when looking at speed and second
best rating for accuracy.

A billion years of evolution in a world without
computers have trained our brains to be most com-
fortable with physical objects that we can reach out
and grab, right where we see them. That is why
someone with no computer experience at all must be
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Figure 7: Figure (a) shows the bottom view of the DiamondTouch Table. Figure (b) shows a top view of the
table with two players.

trained to use a mouse before he/she can be taught
to use any particular application. But such a person
could master interaction with TetraTetris far more
easily, because it requires the same sort of coordina-
tion that is used in picking up a pencil. A user can see
a block, touch the block, and move the block using
nothing more than their fingers. These are intuitive
skills that any user can easily master.

Fast manipulation of large regions of the screen.
Rotations notwithstanding, TetraTetris does find one
good use for the “bounding box” concept that arises
from multiple touch points. The box described by the
user’s hands becomes a “lasso” that holds all blocks
that fall within it just as if the player had touched
each individually. This means the player can move
large numbers of blocks across the board in one sweep-
ing motion of the hand.

This sort of control would be nearly impossible to
achieve with a mouse. A click-and-drag motion would
be necessary to describe the rectangle containing the
blocks that are to be moved. Then another click-
and-drag could move the blocks to their new loca-
tion. Finally another click, outside any block, would
be necessary to “deselect” the grouping. That’s three
operations for the user, each one more complex, more
time-consuming, and less intuitive than the single
hand-sweep of TetraTetris.

Support for multiple simultaneous users. There
are three ways for a game to achieve multiplayer func-
tionality with conventional PC input hardware:

• The game can be turn-based—at any given mo-
ment only one player has command of the inter-
face (Bjork et al. , 2002; Mannien, 2002). This
works well for games like chess and checkers,
but not so well for action games such as first
person shooters.

• The game can allocate a portion of the key-
board to one player and a portion to the other.
Racing games sometimes do this: one player
uses the arrow keys while the other uses ‘A’,

‘S’, ‘D’, and ‘W’. This works well until we want
to indicate a location on the screen (e.g. with
a mouse).

• The game can be played over a network, with
each player at a separate computer. This is per-
haps the most common method used in games
today. But it destroys the social aspect of play-
ing a game with another human being (Cheok
et al. , 2002). Instead of having your opponent
right next to you to see and talk to, he/she may
be in a different room, or even a different coun-
try. Great efforts have been expended to get
around this: many games let the players com-
municate with “chat” messaging or even a mi-
crophone. But nothing so far has been able to
truly substitute for sitting side by side around
the same physical machine.

TetraTetris supports multi-user functionality with-
out any of these methods’ drawbacks. Users can all
play the same game on the same board at the same
time. This constitutes a major improvement in intu-
itive interaction.

5.2 Disadvantages of the Table

The table has some flaws, described below. How-
ever, it is to be stressed that none of these problems
are limitations in the concept of touch-sensitive user
interaction upon which the table is based—they are
merely problems in the design or construction of the
DiamondTouch table prototype.

Consequently these criticisms indicate areas where
improvements would be welcome, not reasons to aban-
don touch-sensitive input hardware. Indeed, it is quite
conceivable that these flaws will be alleviated as the
technology improves. Conversely, it is not conceivable
that the next-generation mouse will let multiple peo-
ple move it in different directions at the same time.

We summarize the main problems that we encoun-
tered below:
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Figure 8: Figure (a) shows a game in progress; the player on the right has defined a bounding box. Figure (b)
shows players grabbing TetraTetris blocks. Figure (c) shows a player dragging a symmetric block toward its
destination.

Lack of precise control: Some of the reasons for
this problem were described in Section 4 (finicky elec-
tronics and ambiguous input). Another is the resolu-
tion of the table: input is detected at a granularity of
160× 96, which is far below the graphical output res-
olution of TetraTetris (1024×768). This makes it dif-
ficult to position blocks precisely—a problem which
will manifest itself in just about any application for
the DiamondTouch table. We expect that the table
resolution will improve in future versions.

Size: The table measures about 36′′×24′′, and we
found it too small for four people to sit comfortably
around. (It works nicely for two people, and it can
even be used as a coffee table, since unlike a keyboard
or mouse it can take an occasional coffee spill.)

Complexity of setup: In order to be able to use
our DiamondTouch table, it was necessary to set up
the following additional items:

• Video projector

• Mirror

• Supports for mirror (we used rulers)

• Abundant amounts of duct tape

As a result, our table is now fairly immobile in
our research lab. Transporting it to another location

would require several hours of work in setting up and
calibrating. By comparison, a mouse may be stuffed
into a pocket and taken anywhere.

6 Related Work

In 1991, Mark Weiser published an article on his vi-
sion of ”Ubiquitous Computing” (Weiser, 1991), illus-
trating a different paradigm of computing and HCI
which pushes computers into the background and at-
tempts to make them invisible. For example, the per-
sonal computer in its current form is notoriously poor
when it comes to bodily interaction (Ishii & Ullmer,
1997). In the area of ubiquitous games there has been
recent interest in ubiquitous, touch-based, and inter-
active games. Touch-Space (Cheok et al. , 2002) has a
mixed-reality games space with tangible and ubiqui-
tous aspects. Contextual virtual interaction as a part
of game design is studied by Manninen (Mannien,
2002), and a special issue of Personal and Ubiquitous
Computing is dedicated to Ubiquitous games (Bjork
et al. , 2002).

Dietz and Leigh (Dietz & Leigh, 2001) describe
the DiamondTouch table, focusing on the design of
the system and its application. Brown, Buxton, and
Murtagh (Brown et al. , 1990) show how the sur-
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Figure 9: A sequence of screenshots from a game in progress.

face of a single input device, a tablet, can be parti-
tioned into a number of virtual input devices. They
also demonstrate properties of tablets that distin-
guish them from other input devices such as mice,
and show how the technique can be particularly effec-
tive when implemented using a touch sensitive tablet.
Sears, Kochavy, and Shneiderman (Sears et al. , 1990)
consider touchscreen interfaces and database queries.
They study three interfaces for constructing queries
on alphabetic field values, including a QWERTY key-
board, an Alphabetic keyboard, and a RIDE inter-
face.

Computer Supported Collaborative Work systems
(Dewan, 1993) share some of the features of the Dia-
mondTouch table. Similarly, Olson et al. (Olson et al.
, 1990) review aspects of systems built for group work
that allow real-time, concurrent editing of a single
work object. LeeTiernan and Grudin (LeeTiernan
& Grudin, 2001) present an experimental test of a
prototype system for asynchronous distance learning.
It allows viewers of audio and video to create and
share text annotations that are synchronized with the
multimedia. Abowd and Mynatt (Abowd & Mynatt,
2000) consider everyday computing, focused on scal-

ing interaction with respect to time.

7 Summary

In this paper we have described one of the first non-
trivial applications of the MERL DiamondTouch multi-
user touch-sensitive table. The table allows up to four
simultaneous users to collaborate by interacting with
virtual objects. The objects can be touched, dragged,
and rotated, allowing intuitive interaction with a vir-
tual world.

The table is a particularly useful interface in sit-
uations where novice users from a variety of back-
grounds need to collaborate, explore, and brain-storm
around a common problem. In particular:

• The table makes it very easy for several users
to interact with the same application. In com-
parison, it is difficult for several users to gather
around a computer screen and simultaneously
manipulate the mouse, keyboard, etc.

• Touching and dragging objects on the table is
highly intuitive.



• Using the “bounding-box” feature, it is easy to
manipulate several objects at once.

We have, however, also discovered several drawbacks
with the technology:

• Moving, setting up, and calibrating the unit is
tedious and time-consuming.

• Depending on the needs of the application, the
table’s resolution can be too low for accurate
placement of objects.

• The table is extremely sensitive to the presence
of other electronic devices.

• The table cannot be operated reliably if any
part of the user’s body is touching a computer
or another user.

• The table is unable to detect multiple simulta-
neous touch points unambiguously. This makes
rotating objects difficult.

• A complete setup is costly, requiring a com-
puter and an LCD projector in addition to the
table itself.

It is our intention to continue the study of the Dia-
mondTouch technology by developing applications out-
side the game sphere. We are currently in the process
of investigating the use of the table as a front-end to a
graph visualization and manipulation tool. This tool
is used to explore very large graphs, such as those gen-
erated from telephone call traffic, compilers, citation
databases, etc.

The software is available for download from http:
//www.u.arizona.edu/~slk/tt.
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